SINGLE OR TWIN COLOR COOKIE DEPOSITOR

ATS 2000 AUTOMAT
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SINGLE OR DOUBLE COLOR COOKIE DEPOSITOR

The machine is ideal for pastry shops and cookie producers that has medium and big capacities.
ATS cookie depositor produce pastry and cookie products with single or double colors. Wire -cut system is also standard.
With the different molds that can be provided with the machine, many different cookies are being
produced.
Trays are automatically moves on the conveyor and products are placed properly.
As an advantage of ATS pastry machines, it has tray storage area on the machine and the system
takes the trays automatically to feed the machine. By the way single user can control the machine
easily. This advantage helps to owners to control the machine easily and save labor cost.
All the parts that connecting the products are stainless steel.
User friendly touch screen controlled
Exceptional accuracy of products weight, size and shape.
Many different recipes can be loaded to the computer system and can be recalled later easily for the
same product. This also helps to user to catch the production standard.
Two motors placed into depositor to provide different thickness to different colors on cookie.
Nine different molds are provided with the machine as free of charge.
We can also supply powder machine, tray, trolley, mixer and baking oven. The tray trolley is loaded
as demounted position to save area and transport cost while transportation.
A compressor needed to run the system and the machine is an option.
Stainless steel model also available.
All in one machine as single color, double color and wire-cut pastries

Options

Unique Specification

Compressor

Automatic Tray Feeding

Extra molds (9 pcs molds are free)

9 pieces molds for free

Trays and trolleys

Single, double, wire-cut system on same machine

Stainless steel outside covers

Two pressure motors on depositor
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LCD touchscreen panel allows to user to control all
the parameters of the machine such as length,
height of the product, capacity, color ratio, speed
etc. English and Russian language is available for
control panel.

Double motor technology allows users to adjust ratio
of colors into products.

Double roller into hopper technology provide perfect
accuracy for colors into pastries and cookies.

Thanks to Automatic Tray Feeding System that allows to run the machine with the single person. Just
fill the storage with the trays than wait for the filled
trays. Fully automated tray loading system for entrance or tray loading system onto trolley can be
adapted to the machine on request. By the way system automatically fill trays, position the trays on trolleys.
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